ship to ship transfer guide for petroleum chemicals and - the guide provides advice for masters marine superintendents and others such as sts service providers and transfer organisers involved in the planning and, ship to ship transfer operational guideline and check - 3 is the ship s manifold arrangement in accordance with ocimf recommendations for oil tanker manifolds and associated equipment 4 is the ship s lifting, ocimf oil companies international marine forum books - sire the ship inspection report sire programme is a unique tanker risk assessment tool of value to charterers ship operators terminal operators and government, ocimf oil companies international marine forum meg4 - sire the ship inspection report sire programme is a unique tanker risk assessment tool of value to charterers ship operators terminal operators and government, motion smith we put you knots ahead - item code title edition wbp iacs4400 guide for coatings maintenance repairs 2013 wbp icc2201 correct use of vhf, ship to ship transfer ship to ship transfer, what we do international lightening expert ship to ship - lightening sts offshore lightening offshore sts ship to ship transfer ship to ship transfer offshore transshipment, mooring equipment guidelines meg4 - mooring a ship to a berth is a common function for the maritime industry however incidents that harm ship and terminal personnel still occur, performance based contracting a new tool in ship mits - performance based contracting a new tool in ship management 1 introduction performance based contracting pbc is a relatively new type of contracting for service, marpol solas maritime news latest amendments to - fuel oil bunkering operations oil transfer operations associated with fixed or floating platforms sts operations necessary for securing the safety of a ship or, a guide to compliance chapter 8 to marpol and annex i - a guide to compliance chapter 8 to marpol and annex i prevention of pollution during transfer of oil cargo between oil tankers at sea, procedures step by step stages of a proper sts transfer - ship to ship transfer operations are seen more and more as vessels size grows in comparison with ports and terminals size sts transfer, waterfront facilities wbdg whole building design guide - waterfront includes an array of structures and components related to the berthing mooring operations and maintenance of ships and other vessels, alyarmouk kotc com kw - fleet operations the company is mainly involved in the ownership and management of tankers engaged in the transport of crude oil refined read more, general terms and conditions for cfr cif delivered ex ship - general terms and conditions for cfr cif delivered ex ship sales of crude oil total crude cfr cif des 2007 edition, liquid cargo handling training oil and product - liquid cargo handling training oil and product simulator modifications large crude carrier lcc very large crude carrier vlcc floating production storage and, issued december 1984 time charter party - 1 code word for this charter party shelltime 4 issued december 1984 time charter party london 19, tanker operation crude oil washing procedure - tanker notes container ship operations ocean navigation tanker operation crude oil washing procedure crude oil washing operation onboard oil tankers, safety4sea shipping and maritime news - ocimf issued an information paper providing an update to section 3 4 10 3 dynamic test torsion load in ocimf s guide to manufacturing and purchasing hoses for, list of abbreviations in oil and gas exploration and - the oil and gas industry uses many acronyms and abbreviations this list is meant for indicative purposes only and should not be relied upon for anything but general